Quality and Environmental Consulting

For All Areas of Business and Manufacturing

Improve Your Processes and Corporate Culture—A Critical Step in Improving Your Bottom Line!

Our Quality and Environmental Team and Certified Quality Auditor offer a full-range of consulting support, including quality and environmental management/system development, auditing, configuration management, and supply chain management. We help organizations achieve quality and environmental objectives, improve products and services, reduce rejection rates and rework, and enhance environmental performance.

www.evc.ctc.com
Our Quality and Environmental Team offers a full range of Consulting Support

- Quality and environmental management system planning and execution
- Guidance to implementing a system to ISO 9001, ISO 14001, AS9100, OHSAS 18001, and ANSI Z-101 standards
- Internal and external quality and environmental audits and product/process audits
- Supply chain management – qualification audits, product and process audits, data collection and evaluation
- Gap analysis – improve existing quality and environmental systems or expand to a new standard
- Risk assessment/mitigation – monitoring and measuring tools, preventative and corrective actions, customized team building and training
- Configuration management for product lifecycle – critical identification, naming conventions, change controls
- Process mapping for efficient business operations and manufacturing

For more information contact:
Gwen Michaux
EVC Director, Quality Assurance &
Quality Management Systems
quality-environmental-consulting@evc.ctc.com
814-269-6823
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